What happens
at european level …
should not stay
at european level
How the European Structured
Dialogue has influenced national
youth policies across the EU

Results of the seminar “ How to develop the impact of Structured Dialogue at European level ”,
that gathered 38 representatives of European National Working Groups on Structured Dialogue.

The Structured Dialogue has thus far

provided the crucial input of a continuously
increasing amount of young people into

the formation of youth policy across the

EU. Since its inception in 2010, the process
has refined itself, changed and improved.

However, to actively give a concrete result

to these young people’s thoughts, opinions,
dreams and wishes, implementation of the

recommendations and the monitoring of implementation must always be at the core of

the process. While the recommendations and
the experience of the drafting process are

crucial to the Structured Dialogue, it is their
implementation that will change the lives,

prospects and possibilities of young people.
Implementation and its monitoring is often
difficult. Differing systems of governance

and recommendations targeted at different

levels of government make implementation
uniquely difficult to track. Information on
a recommendation’s implementation in a

school district may not arrive at a centralised

Yet, we must persevere to capture this diversity. If we are to be successful in changing
young people’s lives through Structured

Dialogue, implementation must be strengthened, and how we improve our monitoring

procedures will be imperative. Only once we
have a comprehensive understanding of all
stages of the Structured Dialogue process

– from the consultations and Youth Confe-

rences to the implementation of the recommendations – will we be able to make this

unique participatory process at EU level live
up to its full potential.

We welcome this publication as a first crucial
step to map the results of implementation in
the first four cycles of Structured Dialogue.

We aim to use this publication as a baseline
for further action  : to know what worked,

what didn’t and why ? It will help us to know
how we can strengthen the implementation
and improve the Structured Dialogue processes as a whole.

European monitoring point. Moreover, the di-

A particular word of thanks to CNAJEP for

homogenous implementation of recommen-

your work is greatly appreciated and will no

versity between countries and regions makes
dations impossible, and as such the task of

monitoring implementation is made all the
more difficult.

their dedication to this complex process  :
doubt produce concrete results

for young people across the EU
for many years to come.

Carina Autengruber
Chair - European Steering Committee

Luis Alvarado Martinez
President - European Youth Forum

What is the
Structured Dialogue
From an European process ...

… To concrete national policies

The seminar aimed at strengthening

In each country, a national working

logue results. All along its working

(such as ministries, youth workers,

the implementation of structured diacycles young people and decision

makers have worked on many recommendations, many ideas for better
youth policies in Europe.

Each cycle of Structured dialogue

focuses on one overall topic : Youth
Political Participation, access to

Social Rights, … and on one political
outcomes : EU Council Conclusion.

It is also based upon a clear process

of joint cooperation. It is articulated
around 3 European Youth Confe-

rences gathering representatives of

youth organisations, members’ states

group gathering various stakeholders
youth representatives, researchers

…) work on how to engage young
people in this process.

At the end of each cycle National

Working Groups decide which recommendation they want to work and

what kind of impact they expect at
national level. They implement a

strategy in order to foster cooperation between the youth sector and

public authorities and to give feedback to all those who have contri-

buted during the consultation phase.

and European institution.

The first EU Youth Conference aims
at identifying what are the main is-

sues related to the topic and to draw

the main lines of the broad consultation. The results and ideas designed
by this consultation are discussed

during the second conference in or-

der to turn these ideas into concrete
proposals and recommendations.

These recommendations are debated
at all level between young people

and decision makers, together they
give a feedback and help their res-

pective ministers to prepare for a debate. And finally the third EU Youth

Conference look into different way to
implement these recommendation at

national level in order to prepare the
adoption of council conclusions.

from local level
to the european
council

Definitions
Structured Dialogue

A European process of decision making in-

volving European and national authorities,
young people and civil society.
Structured Dialogue results

The results of the Structured Dialogue are :
- Conclusions of the broad consultation ;
- The joint recommendations ;

- The toolbox for implementation.
Implementation of

Structured Dialogue results

what has been done to integrate the results
of Structured Dialogue policy programmes

through influence, modification of existing

policies or through the development of new
Youth Policies

Policy measures that aim to support young
people in achieving their full potential.

YFJ – Quality standards on youth policies
Soft law

Refers to quasi-legal instruments that are
not legally binding.
Hard law

Refers to binding legal instruments and

laws. In contrast with soft law, hard law

gives States and international actors binding
responsibilities.

policies. This can be done through both
hard and soft law.

Structured Dialogue impact

New youth policies (or adjustments to

existing youth policies) that result directly
or indirectly from the Structured Dialogue
process.

Mapping of
structured dialogue
results since 2010
This seminar has highlighted how diverse the various
impacts of the Structured Dialogue have been since it
has begun in 2010. In all countries present, new soft law
and hard law measures have been observed, but also an
indirect impact can been seen through better cooperation
between ministries and youth organisations and new
topics coming to the forefront of the agenda.

Luxembourg - The 4th
cycle has resulted in the
creation of a national
centre for political education and in a referendum
on lowering the age vote
to 16 years old (refused).

Ireland - Ireland is currently implementing the so call “ Youth Check ” as a result
of the 4th cycle of Structure Dialogue.
A proposal of an impact assessment tool
has been jointly developed. After the
2nd cycle some resources have been
allocated by
the state to
work more on
intercultural
learning.

Belgium (French speaking community)
The 5th cycle has already led to some
improvement of the visa directive in order
to support youth mobility.

France - After the 4th cycle, youth organisation jointly with
member of the parliament have worked on a legal act obliging the regions to coordinate youth policies schemes with
municipalities and districts and to associate youth organisation and young people to the designing of these schemes.

Spain - After the 4th cycle the congress
has adopted a law lowering the vote age
to 16 years old ! However after elections,
this measure has been deleted.

Germany - Since the first cycle Germany
has started to implement SD results
by developing school programs for
internship. It has also to be mentioned
the lowering of vote age to 16 for local
elections. The Structured Dialogue has
also helped them to develop new tools
for online participation.

Portugal - The 3rd cycle has led to

Malta - Malta has engaged the creation

common studies on youth unemployment

of a co-managed fund to support youth

with state and NYC. The youth organi-

led anti-discrimination and social inclu-

sations have been invited afterward to

sion initiatives in the frame of the 5th

enter the Portuguese consultative body

cycle. The 4th cycle has also contributed

on youth guarantee.

to lower the vote age to 16 years old.

The Netherlands - The 5th cycle has already started to bring
results to the Netherlands, the ministry and youth organisations
have started to work on measures on young people wellbeing

Sweden - SD has enabled the Swedish

and fight against harassment. The 4 cycle has supported the

National Youth Council to develop various

National Youth Council on its advocating for a “ Youth Law ”.

campaigns on youth attitude toward the

st

future, against intolerance and racism, for
lowering voting age, on support for youth
organisations, mental health issues.

Finland - The Structured Dialogue has
helped to push forward some discussions
that were already on the table such as
vote at 16, citizenship education.
Poland - The third cycle has supported

Latvia - The Structured Dialogue has

lobby of Polish NYC to incorporate the pro-

strengthened the joint cooperation

fession of “ Youth worker ” in the national

between youth organisations and

classification of jobs. The 4 cycle has led

national authorities. This cooperation

to the creation of a parliament commission

has enabled Latvia to work on a new law

on how to strengthen the Youth Councils

on volunteering work or on various sur-

involving various stakeholders, to the esta-

veys and studies as well as on programs

blishment of an advisory council on youth

to support youth entrepreneurship.
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and to a strengthening of grants for youth
organisations.

Czech Republic - Some studies have
been conducted after the 4th cycle in order
to prepare some legislative evolutions.

Bulgaria - The 4th cycle
has brought many campaigns, events, training and
finally a better framework
for establishing Youth Councils has been adopted.

Slovenia - The Structured
Dialogue has enabled the National Youth Council to develop
street actions and advocating work on various issues such as to
develop citizenship education as part of the curricula. There’s
also more use of the European Social Fund to support activities
on youth employment.
Slovakia - Structured Dialogue raised
awareness on the importance of civic
Croatia - A joint work between

Cyprus - Youth Guarantee is an impor-

engagement both in youth communities

state and youth organisation on

tant achievement for Cyprus. Also, NWG

and among decision makers. In current

ensuring quality youth work has

have sent all the recommendations from

situation, when Slovak ultra-right wing

been developed under the 3rd cycle while

the 4 cycles to the committee responsible

party attracts young people and the par-

the 4 cycle has started a legislative pro-

for the National Youth Strategy in Cyprus

ty’s popularity grows up further, we see

cess on student councils in their schools.

and has achieved something big - 12 re-

this as the most important achievement

commendations have been included in it.

of the SD process.
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Some reflections catch
out from the seminar
“ Whose attention are we trying
to catch ? ”
“ The wording we use must be adapted to attract the identified target
audience ”
“ Broad casting of outcomes ”

“ Overlapping implementation phase
with follow-up phase from one cycle
to another is difficult. How to solve
this ? ”
“ We should have more targeted
topics instead of wide topics, more
touchable recommendations
“ Maybe we have still too many
recommendations ?

“ We must engage Structured Dialogue in other processes and bring
it to every decision maker that we
think could influence their action ”
“ We must find common interest
with policy makers ”
“ Monitoring is not only about the
right table but also about getting
hold of the right information ”
“ Why the chain of cause should be
so clear ? Maybe the SD just contribute to the debate and it’s fine ”

“ We must break the bubble of SD
young ambassadors and spread
the word more widely ”
“ There’s a social capital of the
Structured Dialogue ”

Questions
During this week participants have

How to influence national policies directly through Structures
Dialogue ?

questioned several aspects of Structured
Dialogue implementation such as :

How to raise continuous and
regular political interest ?

How to motivate
young people on the
follow-up phase ?

Who’s responsible for the
follow-up of the recommendations or implementation at national level ?

How do we influence national
and local policies ?

How can we take into
account the human
side of the Structured
Dialogue ?

How different National Working
Group monitor the Structured
Dialogue results ?

How can we measure the impact
of the structured dialogue if the
chain of causes is unclear ?

How to adapt the recommendations to the political reality and
climate of national levels ?
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of good practices

2 WAY RELATIONS

Develop long term and regular re-

lations with the relevant ministries,
especially with civil servants. Help
them also, it’s a 2 way relations.

IMPLEMENTATION STUDY
To do a national “  implementation

WORK
WITH PARLIAMENT

study ” outlining specific laws / re-

in most part of the states, parlia-

1 PERSON IN CHARGE

young MPs willing to support such

to work on the implementation of

We use to work with ministries but,

SETTING GOALS

Setting clear goals will make the

work easier and as well as the monitoring afterwards : we will know

lobby for this recommendation since
it’s relevant and more focused.

ment plays a key role. There’re often
kind of initiatives.

PAIR RECOMMENDATIONS
AND NATIONAL STRATEGY

gulations / policy areas to change.

It should be only one person hired
Structured Dialogue results. If too
many people are responsible it’s
difficult to keep ownership.

To check the national strategy for

COFFEE
AND POLICITICANS

To organise meeting with local / re-

gional decision maker and relevant

youth in its different areas and see

which of the recommendations can
fit in.

ADVOCACY TRAINING

youth organisations at the end of

PRIORITIZE

tation of the results. This can take

recommendation ; NWG must prio-

each cycle to forecast the implementhe form of « coffee with politicians » events.

It’s impossible to work on each

ritize some of them and present it at

To organise advocacy training for
young people, representative of

youth organisations in order to foster your impact on politicians.

different levels.

YOUTH POLICY PAPER

FILM TUTORIALS

INTERMINISTERIAL
MEETINGS

when a new youth policy paper is in

implement recommendations at

focusing on one or several recom-

To review all joint recommendation
preparation in order to influence it.

To create short films on how to
national level.

To ask for interministerial meetings
mendations.

Value of the social
capital gained
by Structured
Dialogue
Objectives
To maximise social capital that
comes from Structure Dialogue.

Contributors
Valery Molay - Ireland
Vanessa Mulhall - Ireland
Matej Cibik - Slovakia
Petra Pekica - Croatia

Our idea
The process of engaging stakeholders in the structure dialogue should be holistic.
E.g. if the topic is ‘youth unemployment’ : consultation
should not just involve unemployed youth (this will probably
be the first group to fell invited to speak on the topic) , but

In few words

the invitation should be expand to include youth entrepre-

There are many positive elements that are an indirect result
of the Structured Dialogue such
as young people’s competence
building, cross-sectorial /
departmental relation and
networking. This all contribute
to building stronger European
identity. Therefore, we believe
these positive elements are as
valuable as policies changes
that are results of the implementation of the recommendation of the Structured Dialogue.
For those reasons, we believe
that there should be tools and
methods supporting further
development of these elements.

ficers working on topic of employment etc... This will enable

neurs, young members of the trade unions, youth public ofyoung people to build specific competences, meeting and
building relationship of representative of different sectors.
Facilitate knowledge transfer between new and old delegates. This create the possibility to constantly engage
new people in the process, therefore insuring a continuous
building competences of young people .e.g. if three young
people are selected to attend the first conference of the cycle,
one of three should accompany the next two new delegate.
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Expected impact
We believe that the maximisation of
opportunities to build social capital from
the structure dialogue would help not only
to achieve some of the recommendations
(policies) but also a better sense of European identity.
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How to monitor
the implementation
of the Structured
Dialogue
Objectives
• To provide NWG and NYC an easy
way to evaluate the impact.
• To create a common tool through
Europe.
• To share best practices, toolbox.
• To make more visible what
should still be done.
• To make politicians / stakeholders
aware about Structure Dialogue.

Contributors
Ana Solano
Alejandro Sanchez
Coco Peet

What do you need to develop this
idea?
• Budget.
• Web page host.
• Common idea of indicators and how to define them.
• Defining relevant categories.
• More concrete recommendations.

Our idea
Since we understand SD is a process where people
develop recommendations based on Youth issues and

In few words

then, this recommendations should be implemented,
we consider that SD is known in national level but not
in regional or local, so we consider elementary explain

We want to create a tool for all
countries in Europe in order to monitor and measure the impact of SD
recommendations at different levels.

what SD is and then evaluate the impact.
For that reason, our tool has two phases :
First, NWG send a simple funny test to every politician / stakeholder responsible for the implementation of
the recommendations in different levels. The marks of
the test depending of the results would be for example :
• Great, you are an expert in SD.
• You could be president of the NwG.
• Good, charge your batteries and come with us.
• You need a training in SD
• Nothing to do with you, sorry.
The test should be sent with a «book» or / and leaflet
about SD.
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Then it’s time for the sedonc phase “ Have you
done something? ” Final exam. This phase is
6 or 12 moths after the test and the hypothetical trainings about SD and how to implement
recommendations.
The final exam is like the picture below, based

NWG and NYC are responsible of

on a table with the follow categories of outputs :

evaluation of the form (test) and we

• Researches and reports.

have chosen these categories for the

• Campaigns.

final ranking :

• Soft law.
• Hard law.

• Perfect Score!

• Projects.

• Things should still be done.

• Stakeholders.

• Things are not going very well yet.

• Involment targeted groups of Young people.

• Need for assistance.

• 0thers.

• SOS.
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Dialogue Stories

Contributors
Daniel Adler - Germany
Georg Feiner - Austria
Sean Ellul - Malta
Clementine Rixhon - Luxembourg

Objectives
The Dialogue Stories video blog will :
• make success stories visible ;
• give an example on how monitoring
can be done.
• showcase visible impact ;
• spread the message that “ SD creates
change ” ;
• support a common “ branding ” of the
SD through content ;
• support PR measures for SD.

What do you need to
develop this idea?
Information  : NWGs should select and
nominate 2-3 examples that can be
shown and should assist in setting up the
contact to the involved stakeholders.
Producer team  : SD expert, camera-person, interviewer.
Budget  : for preparation, team and travelling (e.g. 3 days per country for filming
and editing) – an Erasmus+ funding

In few words

could be applied for.

A video clip series (video blog – VLOG)
on stories where impact happened
due to Structured Dialogue. The series
should contain one episode by country
in which such an impact has happened

Our idea
A common script and specifications
should be developed first. It has to be
ensured that the core of the stories can be
told in very short and to the point videos.
The episodes (or at least the trailer videos

One SD video team should travel from
country to country to investigate in the
impact story, interview stakeholders and
produce a super-short trailer (<20 sec)
that catches attention as well as a about
5-minutes episode that tells the story
about the impact SD has made.

for each episode) need to catch the
attention !
The beginning of each episode could also
contain one fun fact about the country.
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Expected impact
The Dialogue Stories video blog will :
• make success stories visible ;
• give an example on how monitoring can be done.
• showcase visible impact ;
• spread the message that “ SD
creates change ” ;
• support a common “ branding ” of
the SD through content ;
• support PR measures for SD.
A few examples of stories to be showcased in the VLOG :
• “ SD helped me lowering voting age to 16 in Malta. ”
• “ SD helped us creating the center of citizenship education in
Luxembourg ”
• “ SD helped us to set up a social housing project in Slovenia ”
• “ SD improved our regional youth participation structures
through SD embassies in Spain ”
• “ SD gave a voice to young people with mental health issues in
national politics in the Netherlands ”
• “ SD contributed to setting up a national youth strategy in
Cyprus ”
• “ SD made non-formal education skills validation possible in
Portugal ”
• “ SD kicked off the no hate speech campaign in Austria ”
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How we influence
local policy

Contributors
Ana Stromajer
Rozalina Nedkova
Agni-Semeli Kyriacou
Tatiana Petrikovickova
Christiana Xenofontos

Objectives
• Inform officials on local and national
level about Structured Dialogue and
Recommendations ;
• Motivate them to take part in the
process of Structured Dialogue ;
• Motivate them to put the recommendations that apply to them into
their agenda.

What do you need to develop
this idea?
Space for the event to be held, motivated
young people and motivated officials, support
from the officials, trainers, material related to
SD, budget, supporters.

In few words

Our idea

Our idea is to organise 2 days combination of training and seminar on
Structured Dialogue that will have as a
target group local officials, coming from
municipalities and local authorities.

2 days combination of training and seminar on
Structured Dialogue that will have as a target
group officials coming from the local level, like
municipalities and local authorities as well as
NYC of each country.
Profile of the participants  : representatives from
local authorities & people with decision-making power (eg. mayors, municipal councilors
and 1 officer). We can also invite some of the
other relevant stakeholders in the process,
such as someone from the YFJ, in order for us
to make the event more attractive (eg. Trainer
or Officer responsible for Structured Dialogue).
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The point is to inform people with decision-making power about Structured
Dialogue and as a future plan to engage
them not only into its process but to build
bridges of communication with youth.

Expected impact
Set the ground for future cooperation between
local officials and youth.
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Cnajep and the YFJ thank all participants
to the seminar for their valuable contributions :
Daniel Adler, Matej Cibik, Una Clarke, Isabelle
De Vriendt, Sean Ellul, Georg Feiner, Eini
Järvi, Adrian Kus, Agni Semeli Kyriacou,
Judit Lantai, Valery Molay, Custodio Moreno,
Vanessa Mulhall, Rozalina Nedkova, Tomasz
Palmi, Coco Peet, Petra Pekica, Tatiana
Petrikovicova, Dana Pourkomeylian, Helderyse
Rendall Evora, Aija Riba, Clémentine Rixhon,
Alejandro Sanchez Diaz, Magadalena
Schwarz, Ana Solano Martin, Iina Sorvari, Ana
Stromajer, Inese Subevica, Kacper Szymczak,
Joao Valerio, Aurélie Vanossel, Kurt Vella, Jan
Wilker, Christiana Xenofontos, Nizar Yaiche.
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